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Appendix Trouble shooting Problems and possible ... - Matthieu Barreau

2. see "Service" 2. 3. (14 gears = 13 clicks). 3.1. - Internal gear mech, see ... Hexagonal peg of the gear transfer box in ... Check the external gear mech:. 
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Appendix



Trouble shooting



Problems and possible reasons



Problems and possible reasons 1.



2. 3.



4.



Appendix



Solution



Too much play in the twist shifter (more than 2mm)



Readjust the cable tension, see "Service" 2.



Gear display is not aligned correctly



Alter the cable adjusters, see "Service" 2.



4.2



Shifter cables worn, dirty or damaged



4.3



Incorrect shifter cables fitted (not orginal Rohloff)



4.4



Cable routing has too many bends or kinks



4.5



Inner nylon liners have penetrated into the twist shifter or the cable box (due to a false fitment)



4.6



Twist shifter rubs against the grip itself



Solution



}



Fit new shifter cables: - Internal gear mech, see "Mounting" 7.2 - External gear mech, see "Service" 2.



Twist shifter will not turn through all 14 gears (14 gears = 13 clicks) 3.1



Shifter cables cut at the wrong length



Cut cables to the correct length: - Internal gear mech, see "Mounting" 7.2.1 - External gear mech, see "Mounting" 7.3.1



3.2



Falsely altered cable adjusters



Alter the cable adjusters, see "Service" 2.



3.3



For external gear mech: Hexagonal peg of the gear transfer box in an incorrect position



Correctly align the hexagonal peg



Leave a small gap between the twist shifter and the grip or insert a teflon washer between the two parts.



4.6.1 Twist shifter degreased by weather



Remove the twist shifter grip rubber, clean it, and regrease it. See “Repairs” 3.



see "Riding with the SPEEDHUB 500/14" 3.2 4.7



Hub cable broken and frayed



Check the shifter cables: Loosen the concertina tubes at the hub and pull them up towards the bayonet connectors. Check the condition of these cables in gear positions 1 and 14. If the hub cable is damaged, it will need replacing: - One-piece axle ring, see "Repairs" 1.1 - Quick-change axle ring, see "Repairs" 1.2



4.8



Gear transfer box (external gear mech) is bent



Replace the gear transfer box Removal, see "Repairs" 1.1 Mounting, see "Service" 5.3



Twist shifter does not turn freely 4.1



Reduce the shifter cable tension, see "Service" 2.



Cable tension is too high



Check the internal gear mech: Open the bayonet connectors and (holding a cable in each hand) pull the cables in turn. They run smoothly, see points 4.2 - 4.6. They do not run smoothly, see point 4.7. Check the external gear mech: Select gear #14. Remove the cable box just enough so that the twist shifter can be turned without force and the cables keep their normal routing bends. Turn the twist shifter back and forth. It does not turn smoothly, see points 4.2 - 4.6. It turns smoothly, see point 4.8.



4.8.1 Changing between gears 8 and 14 is not possible or only possible with extreme force



4.9



Threaded pin (after hub Nr 47000 with an external gear mech) is screwed to far into the axle. This must be unscrewed approx. 2mm. See “Appendix”.



Hexagonal peg of the external gear mech does not turn freely (due to corrosion)



4.9.1 The cable pulley of the external gear mech doesn´t turn freely (after the conversion from an internal to an external gear mech) 119



Checking: Place an 8mm wrench over the hexagonal peg of the external transfer box. When using the wrench to switch gears, the changing of gears must have a light and positive feel. If not, remove the external transfer box. Regrease the hexagonal peg and the sprocket C ("Service" 5.3). Check: The correct position of the cog D over the hexagonal peg E. See “Service” 5.3
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Appendix Problems and possible reasons 5.



6.



7.



8.



9.



Solution



Appendix Problems and possible reasons



Solution



10. Freespinning (after a gear change)



Twist shifter fails to turn in 0° temperatures. 5.1



Water has penetrated into the twist shifter and has frozen



Remove the rubber grip. Clean, regrease this and when necessary replace the seal, see "Repairs" 3.



10.1 Axle nuts (TS axle) too firmly tightened



Tighten axle nuts to the correct tightening torque (35Nm/310in.lbs.)



5.2



Water has penetrated into the shifter cables and has frozen



Replace the shifter cables and the nylon liners: - Internal gear mech, see "Mounting" 7.2 - External gear mech, see "Mounting" 7.3



10.2 Shifter cable tension is too high. No positive feel to the gear change



Adjust shifter cable tension, see "Service" 2.



10.3 Gearbox oil too thick 5.3



Water has penetrated into the cable box and has frozen



Open the cable box, clean this and replace the cable pulley with a little light grease. Fitment, see "Mounting" 7.3.1 Cut off the frayed ends of the shifter cable and trim the cable housing/nylon liner by the same amount. Alternative: fit new cables: - Internal gear mech, see "Mounting" 7.2 - External gear mech, see "Mounting" 7.3



Test: Add Rohloff special oil change assistent fluid to the oil within the hub and go for a test ride No more freespinning? Carry out an oil change, see "Service" 1.



Shifter cable is loose from the cable clamp (Bayonet connectors on internal gear mech or cable pulley on external gear mech)



Male bayonet connector is loose from the hub cable



Replace hub cable: - One-piece axle ring, see "Repairs" 1.1 - Quick-change axle ring, see "Repairs" 1.2



10.4 None of the above: Contact the Rohloff Service team 11. Freespinning (after a gear change) below 0°C 11.1 Gearbox oil too thick



Carry out an oil change with an intensive rinsing, see "Service" 1.



11.2 Riding the bike below -15°C



Rinse the hub intensively and fill the hub with 25ml of Rohloff special gear change assistent fluid



Chain springs over the teeth of the sprocket 8.1



Chain defect (stiff chain link)



Loosen up the stiff link or replace the chain



8.2



Worn sprocket or chain



Rotate or replace the sprocket, replace the chain, see "Service" 3.



8.3



Not enough tension in the chain



Correct the chain length/tension, see "Mounting" 5.3



On bikes with a chain tensioner, the chain springs off the sprockets 9.1



Chain tensioner runs dry and turns with difficulty



Grease the chain tensioner or replace the jockey wheels, see "Service" 2. or "Repairs" 2.



9.2



Chain tensioner spring is defect



Replace the chain tensioner spring, see "Repairs" 2. Check the chain length on full suspension bikes, see "Mounting" 5.3.1



9.3



No chain guide in use



Mount a chain guide, see "Mounting" 5.4 All bikes fitted with a chain tensioner need to be fitted with a chain guide (eg Rohloff chain guide CC Art.No. 8290). This prevents the chain from springing off the chainring.
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12. Freespinning of gears #1 to #7 after removing the axle ring or the external transfer box



Check that the two freewheeling springs are there and sitting in the correct holes, see "Repairs" 1.1 and "Service" 5.3



13. Freewheel does not rotate smoothly



Test: The sprocket must rotate backwards freely without restriction



13.1 Hub seal rubs against the sprocket



Push the hub seal back, see "Repairs" 4.2



13.2 Strained hub bearings (crash or accidents)



Destrain the hub bearings, see "Repairs" 4.2
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Appendix Problems and possible reasons



Solution



14. Oil leaks 14.1 Oil traces (no droplets)



This is not an oil leak. This is sweat oil, which forms around the hub bearing, the paper gasket and the oil drain screw due to variations in air temperature and pressure.



14.2 Oil leaks following horizontal transportation



See "Riding with the SPEEDHUB 500/14"



14.3 Oil traces on the quick release skewer



The ventilation functions through the axle hole for the quick release skewer. Oil traces on the quick release skewer are, therefore, normal



14.4 Oil drops out of the hollow quick release axle



Please contact the Rohloff Service team



14.5 Oil droplets on the axle ring, the axle plate or the concertina tubes



Check the axle plate screws are all in place and tightened to the correct tightening torque. (see "Mounting" 4.3) Renew the paper gaskets between the axle ring and the axle (see "Service" 5.3 or "Repairs" 1.1) Only use Rohloff axle plate screws with thread sealant



14.6 Oil droplets between the hub casing and the hub cap



Check the hub cap screws are all in place and tightened to the correct tightening torque, see "Repairs" 4.2



14.7 Oil traces around the oil drain screw



Use new thread sealant on the oil drain screw (Loctite thread sealant 511) or a new oil drain screw with Rohloff thread sealant, see "Service" 1.



14.8 Oil droplets on the hub bearings (Both ends of the hub smeared with oil)



Please contact the Rohloff Service team



The threaded pin (mounted in hubs after Nr 47000 with an external gear mech) is screwed too far into the axle. This must be unscrewed approx. 2mm. See “Appendix”, Threaded pin external gear mech.



15. Complete blockage of the gear system after working on the external gear mech



ATTENTION Too much oil within the gearbox increases the risk of oil leaks. Therefore, when an oil leak is discovered, new replacement oil must not be added (risk of overfilling). Reduced oil level by leakage through the seals will not cause problems and riding further until the next oil change (annually or every 5000km) is possible (see "Service" 1.).
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TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE 

Troubleshooting is the stepbystep procedure used to determine the cause for a given problem and ..... Refer to the Operator's Manual ..... compare to fuel flow requirements ..... Damaged compressor or turbine ... Check radial and axial bearing.
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trouble shooting guide - Lycoming 

The following list of problems, causes, and solutions was selected because we ..... NOTE: Make sure primer is not ..... material or heated air from nacelle to.
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Power-up Trouble Shooting 

Example 1 shows a simple implementation of using the. WDT reset for system recovery. .... cause RAM to be initialized to an unknown state, which could be .... 0009 ;. 0010 ;. Program: C5X_B0T.ASM. 0011 ;. Revision Date: 12-20-94. 0012 ; ... 0002 ; P1
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Trouble shooting diagram 

PRINTABLE VERSION ... Pretest Considerations: If possible. visually inspect the starter and/or interview pilot/operators for starting history. .... Starters 1 Continental Starters ] I Sky-Teo Fit Guide 1 | Eligibility II Troubleshooting I Warranty 1 
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Trouble Shooting Guide, HVC - provinspc2 

To gain a complete understanding of how to test and repair a unit, this document ... Check whether the phone vibrates .... If the camera key portion of the dome.
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14 ... - Matthieu Barreau 

Disc Brake retrofit kit (Assembly only at the Rohloff service station!) Kit includes: .... Chain Tensioner hanger. Each ... Set: Shifter cables + nylon liner 1.8m. Pair.
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14 - Matthieu Barreau 

196 Rigida DH30. 200 Sun Double Track SL 1. 194 IntenseMag 30 DH. 194. Atomlab Trailpimp. 192 Point Racing. 208 SUN MTX. 198 Vuelta Excalibur DH. 198.
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14 - Matthieu Barreau 

Transport/Info for the tour . ..... If it is not possible to transport the wheel in the ... Of course, good materials should always be used, so that the other parts on ...... The hole pattern on the axle plates allow for individual adjustment of the 
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Untitled - Matthieu Barreau 

ia history and analysis of flight, this authoritative me clearly and simply states the problems which has faced in the air and how he has coped with. 5. It also deals ...
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Rohloff chain tensioner - Matthieu Barreau 

Two shifter cables consisting of bowden cable, nylon liner and cable housing .... The support bolt assembly for OEM2 mounting consists of a bolt (M6 16), a washer and a locknut. It is secured through the .... against the back of the gear hanger.
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Trouble-Shooting/GuÃa de Solucionar Problemas ... 

joint torique est sale ou endommagÃ©. Tighten the bonnet nut. Clean or replace o-ring. Apriete la tuerca cubierta. Limpie o reemplace la arandela circular.
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SHOOTING 

50 m men's prone and air rifle events as well as the finals, the 10 rings will be ... de carabine à air comprimé, un système de notation décimal sera utilisé; chaque ...
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shooting sports 

[email protected] [email protected] www.avranchesautoma c.com. Visez les 5 premiÃ¨res cibles, puis la difficultÃ© augmentera au fur et Ã  mesure que les cibles s'Ã©loigneront. Un jeu de prÃ©cision et de rapiditÃ© trÃ¨s addi
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APPENDIX 

Special rights. 33%. - Some interest. 47%. 1,7%. B5. In your opinion, do some species like dolphins, whales, sharks, turtles deserve : - No special consideration.
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Theoretical and Methodological Problems 

of a marketing construct viewed as a trait, the other to test the temporal validity of a marketing construct .... Fridhandler, 1986; Hertzog and Nesselroade, 1987),.
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Reflexions sur l'energetique des vÃ©hicules routiers - Matthieu Barreau 

question du carburant se prÃ©sentait extrÃªmement mal car, Ã  admettre qu'il y en ait eu, ..... Un corps de base, de profil longitudinal ellipse ogive ou parabole, en ...
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Solvable and unsolvable problems 

New multimodal epistemolo- gies [114, 188 ... in signed archetypes and artificial intelligence. [198, 92 .... PDF complexity (GHz) extremely peer-to-peer epistemologies planetary-scale ... also presented a system for the synthesis of tele- phony.
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Scheduling Problems and Solutions 

Robotics Research Institute. Information .... An algorithm is parameterized to achieve a good solution for a ... No direct application to nonclairvoyant scheduling.
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Appendix 

precipitation as a surrogate for water flow and air temperature as a surrogate for water temperature. As previous studies showed that stream temperatures ...
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APPENDIX 

Typology in 5 groups (class) from theme C questions: The optimal partition is in 5 class as following. Page 13. Theme D: "How manage fisheries and protect the ...
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Appendix 

The demonstration of the Theorem for validating CBAC for one component can be prove through sequent Calculus: CBAC 1C = b âŠ¢ C pf âŠ¢ S, I pf, b âŠ¢ C, S, I.
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landing gear problems and solutions 

nation of both, can result in ground ... centerline of the aircraft as well as with each other. This is, of course, ... aboard, will be very light on the tail wheel. The use ...
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Pusher Propeller Efficiency and Problems 

sulting from the removal of the wing fillet fairing at the fuselage juncture. ... propeller can be placed, the better its efficiency becomes. If it can be placed far enough .... strut was added only as a safety feature to prevent pas- sengers from wa
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Inverse Problems and Time Reversal Inverse Problems ... - Adstic 

Apr 4, 2007 - [2] Mathias Fink, Didier Cassereau, Arnaud Derode, Claire Prada, Philippe Roux, Mickael Tanter,. Jean-Louis ... [email protected]. 12e sÃ©minaire ADSTIC, 4 avril 2007, LEAT â€“ note 1 of slide 3. 3 ... volume (?). Eureka!!! ( Ã– ).
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